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This document discusses the Cisco Meraki architecture, and how MSPs
and organizations with distributed networks can leverage Meraki to
quickly and easily implement networking solutions for their enterprises.
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Introduction
Without increasing network resources, the strain of scaling network infrastructure requires
that lean IT teams be capable of satisfying new network requirements that range from guest
wireless access and teleworker connectivity to mission-critical site buildouts, BYOD initiatives,
and corporate network fabrics. Successful IT organizations will naturally adopt technologies
and practices which enable them to automatically deploy and manage networks that a decade
ago wouldn’t even have existed. Their adoption of new technologies enable them to thrive by
migrating “up the value chain” and providing analytics and business services layered on top of the
infrastructure that has dominated the IT management landscape for the past decade.
Managed service providers (MSPs) and telecom carriers have an even larger challenge.
Centralized network operations center (NOC) teams must deploy, configure, monitor, and
manage a networking estate that spans a globally expanding, distributed customer base. Their
success and profitability depends on how their technology platforms scale to meet requirements
and demands, and how well they adapt their management procedures to scale alongside that
technology.
The Meraki cloud platform provides feature-rich network configuration, monitoring,
and management which scales out-of-the-box to seamlessly enable the rollout of small, ten device
networks up to massive, multi-customer, cross-vertical, distributed site deployments of global
managed service providers with millions of annual network users.
By using the Meraki dashboard to centrally deploy and administer network devices,
IT departments, network managers, and service providers can easily monitor and manage
multi-tenant, large-scale network deployments that meet current and future network demand.
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Structure of Devices Within the Meraki
Dashboard
Meraki network devices are monitored and managed by administrators who organize devices
into organizations and networks. Within the dashboard, organizations and networks provide a
simple way to organize devices for efficient monitoring and management. As Figure 1 illustrates,
organizations contain one or more networks, and networks contain devices (e.g., access points
(APs), switches, security appliances).

Meraki Dashboard User Account

Organization 1

Organization 2

Organization 3

Network 1

Network 2

Network 3

Figure 1 - The Cisco Meraki dashboard organizes devices within organizations, which contain networks

A Meraki dashboard network centralizes common configuration settings that apply across the
devices within it, and each network can have administrators specifically assigned to it. Usually,
dashboard networks correspond to physical networks or sites (i.e., a retail location, hotel,
or office). For example, Figure 2 shows portions of the map and campus views of the single
Westmont Santa Barbara College Campus network.
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Figure 2 - The Westmont Santa Barbara College Campus network illustrates how individual networks can have
multiple map views and/or floorplans configured within the Meraki dashboard

A dashboard organization contains one or more dashboard networks (i.e., networks are children
of organizations). Each organization can have administrators and security settings assigned to it
that apply to all of the Networks within that organization. For example, Figure 3 shows the Motel
6 organization, which contains 637 individual networks that each correspond to individual hotels
across the United States.

Figure 3 -The Motel 6 Meraki dashboard organization contains hundreds of individual networks, each of which
groups APs at an individual hotel.
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Organizing Network Deployments
1. Single Site Network Infrastructure
EXAMPLE DEPLOYMENTS:

•
•
•
•
•

Small office
Single site healthcare facilities
Libraries
Public spaces
Mall, hotel/inn, event venues

The simplest Meraki deployments involve a single site that may contain any combination of
wireless access points, switches, and a single security appliance. In this case, it is natural to
organize the Meraki dashboard using one organization containing a single network for the types
of devices being used.
The MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab (CSAIL) is an example of a single-site
deployment. As Figure 4 shows, within the Meraki dashboard there is an MIT CSAIL organization
and a single MIT CSAIL network which contains all of the access points in the building. Within the
MIT CSAIL network there are multiple floorplans uploaded, and all of the network’s access points
are placed onto their relevant floors.

MIT’s CSAIL Organization

MIT’s CSAIL Wireless Network

Figure 4 - MIT’s CSAIL campus uses a single organization and network to manage its wireless infrastructure
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2. Multi-Network Infrastructure
EXAMPLE DEPLOYMENTS

• Multi-site enterprises/office networks (teleworker, HQ, branch offices)
• Large education campuses (e.g., high school, elementary, gym, cafeteria)
• Public city/town deployments (e.g., multiple parks)
As more sites are added to a network, there are multiple options for how to scale your dashboard
organization. The easiest of these options is to continue to add devices within a network that
already exists. In the prior example, this might involve adding access points elsewhere on campus
into the MIT CSAIL Wireless Network. Many Meraki customers scale large network infrastructures
this way, with thousands of physical devices controlled centrally from a single dashboard network.
Scaling with multiple dashboard networks
Within a single network, network-wide settings (e.g., firewall rules and traffic shaping policies) and
administrators are the same. If this is not desired for multiple network sites, administrators of a
dashboard organization can create multiple networks within that organization, each with its own
set of policies, administrators, and settings.

Tri-Creek School Organization
High School Network

Elementary School
Network

Figure 5 - The Tri-Creek School District separates school deployments across multiple networks within its
dashboard organization

Tri-Creek administrators configured distinct dashboard networks with policies and network
administrators specific to each of their sites. For example, their HS (High School) network has
multiple student SSIDs (HS Tier 1 through HS Tier 4) and an HS Guest SSID, while their MS (Middle
School) network has two student SSIDs and a Guest SSID with different bandwidth limits than for
the High School. They also created a Systems Manager network in their organization, which uses
the Meraki free mobile device management (MDM) platform to track over 3000 student and faculty
devices.
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3. Multi-Network Infrastructure Across Replicated Sites
EXAMPLE DEPLOYMENTS

•
•
•
•

Distributed Retail Chains (including centralized data centers)
Distributed Hospitality Enterprises / Brands
Franchises
Healthcare Chains

Massive, distributed networks with large-scale replication across many sites present
administrators with unique challenges for new site deployments, configuration, and central
management. It is common to require, for each site, similar but slightly different policies and
administrators. For example, large retail chains may want local store management to manage perstore guest authentication access and regional management to dictate specific 802.1X or WPA2
access policies for guests or employees; similarly, a healthcare provider’s IT department might
want switches at individual clinics to use different management VLANs or port schedules.
In these cases, dashboard organization administrators configure each site as a new network
within their organization as described above, but use the Meraki dashboard’s Config Sync
toolset to easily stand up new sites and manage common configuration settings across
networks. Commonly, organization administrators maintain a “template” network which is used
to synchronize default configuration settings across new sites and which can then be modified
according to each site’s individual requirements.
A&W Food Brands uses Meraki to provide wireless access to over 300 retail locations across
Canada in this model.

Figure 6 - A&W Food Brands uses the Meraki dashboard’s ‘Config Sync’ and tagging to easily manage common
configurations across hundreds of sites
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A&W maintains a single account with organization access, and individual store representatives
and food providers are assigned read-only access to individual groups of stores.

Figure 7-The dashboard’s Administrator management portal enables quick and easy management of dashboard
administrators across networks

Using Configuration Sync within dashboard, A&W’s organization administrator can easily stand up
new sites by selecting those sites and syncing the desired settings, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8-Configuration Sync allows sharing and management of configurations across network sites
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For large device deployments within individual networks, devices can be named appropriately
(e.g., by floor and location, 4-A2, 5-B1, etc.) and/or tagged (e.g., “lobby”, “cafeteria”) to create
quickly searchable and reportable groups of devices.

Figure 9-Network tags allow administrators to quickly group, search, and configure distributed network infrastructure
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Meraki Dashboard for Managed
Service Providers (MSP)
IT departments are increasingly looking to offload network deployment, monitoring, and
management to a trusted partner. Going beyond networking design and installation, managed
service providers (MSPs) are delivering networks as a service: ongoing monitoring, configuring,
and troubleshooting is handled by the service provider. End customers are able to treat their
network as a utility, and MSPs can capitalize on recurring revenue opportunities derived from
value-added services.
The Meraki architecture’s built-in scalability, centralized management, and zero-touch provisioning
makes it an ideal platform for MSPs to increase operational efficiency and profitability by
leveraging the cloud to monitor, configure, and troubleshoot remote branch and campus network
infrastructure.
Given the uniquely large, distributed, and multi-tenant requirements of MSPs and their network
operations centers (NOCs), MSPs can use multiple deployment models when organizing devices
and customer networks within the Meraki Dashboard.
1.

A distributed hotspot infrastructure

2.

A single dashboard organization for all customers

3.

A unique dashboard organization per customer

4.

A shared dashboard organization for smaller customers, and unique dashboard organizations
for larger customers

Which of these models/structures to use will depend on multiple factors, including the licensing
and financial business model of an MSP with its end customers, whether Meraki AutoVPN
technology is provided by an MSP for site-to-site connectivity, and the expected volume of
enterprises in an MSPs target market. Meraki account managers and engineers can assist with the
evaluation of these factors during MSP NOC training and pilot customer proof of concept (POC)
phases.
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MODEL 1: Service Provider Hotspot Infrastructure
Service providers can use Meraki to provide global, national, or regional wireless hotspot
infrastructure. These hotspots can be owned and operated strictly by the provider, or provided by
fee to vendor locations like coffee shops, malls, and airports. In either case, Meraki enables easy
integration with back end CRM and subscriber systems (for example, to provide existing cable or
telephone subscribers with free internet service) and provider billing systems to support pay-forwireless models (see Captive Portal Solution Guide for more details).
These deployments are managed by service providers with a single Dashboard organization and
multiple networks. When deploying large numbers of access points which all support a common
hotspot, granularity of network settings and administrators across individual networks within
Dashboard isn’t commonly necessary. In these cases, providers use networks to conveniently
group access points, but don’t create a network for each physical location.
For example, as Figure 10 shows, a hotspot service provider across Mexico manages several
thousand access points with about 100 distinct networks created in Dashboard.

Public Parks
Network (277 APs)

SP Hotspot Organization

Pizza Retail Chain
Network (1470 APs)

Movie Theater
Network (176 APs)

Figure 10 - A hotspot provider across Mexico
manages several thousand access points within about 100 networks

Meraki has built a feature set designed to enable Service Providers to quickly and easily deploy
massive, distributed networking infrastructure to support public wireless hotspot services. In the
above example, the Service Provider’s hotspot supports 500,000 individual weekly clients who
transfer 30+ TB. And because access points can be easily added into existing or new networks
in the SP Dashboard organization, growth of the hotspot footprint does not require skilled
engineering labor.
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Model 2: Single Organization
The simplest way for Managed Service Providers to manage the networks of multiple customers
using the Meraki dashboard is to use a single organization, and create multiple networks for each
end customer network that will be managed. Customer devices may be contained within a single
network (see p. 6), or in multiple networks (see p. 8). If customer devices are contained within
multiple networks, MSPs should use tags to group those networks together for reporting and
searching purposes.
Skool Automatisering (“Skool Automation”) is a Dutch managed service provider that uses
Meraki to provide wireless access to schools across western Europe. Headquartered in Holland,
Skool installed and manages the network infrastructure for over 1300 school districts in Holland,
Germany, and Belguim.
Skool creates each new school or district customer as a new network within their dashboard
organization. In this way, their dashboard is structured similarly to A&W Food Brands (see p. 8),
though each Dashboard network for Skool is a large school/district deployment rather than a
deployment at a single retail store.
Using Config Sync and a template network, Skool can easily deploy sites for new schools by
creating a new network and syncing standard network settings to it. Skool organization admins
can also assign network administrators for each customer to have read-only access to their own
infrastructures.

Figure 11 - Using a single dashboard organization, Skool provides managed network services to
schools across the Netherlands
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MODEL 3: Multiple Organizations
Meraki has specifically built an MSP Portal that enables MSPs to manage customers with
infrastructures separated into distinct Dashboard organizations. This portal provides MSP NOCs
with visibility across and quick access into multiple organizations.
Giving each end customer its own Dashboard organization may be desirable for licensing
reasons, when the end customer has many networks, or for certain customer site-to-site VPN
deployments.
FullyManaged is an MSP that provides IT support, consulting, and managed services to
healthcare, education, and SMBs across Canada. They use Meraki security appliances and
wireless access points to provide organizations customers with edge gateways, WiFi, threat
management, and site-to-site VPN connectivity.
In order to provide customers with individual mesh networks using Meraki’s AutoVPN technology,
Fully Managed creates a new Dashboard organization for each new customer as shown in Figure
12. For each customer organization, they create a network for each security appliance, and a
network for wireless, if they are deploying access points for that customer.

FullyManaged Meraki Dashboard Account

Dental Choice Org.
Wireless Network

Portrait Homes Org.

Maxwell Fabrics Org.

Security Appliance

Security Appliance

Security Appliance

Figure 12 - Fully Managed creates a new dashboard organization for each of its customers

For MSPs taking over the management of Meraki devices and licenses owned by individual
customers, this option — maintaining customer devices and licenses independent and in separate
organizations — is likely the best.
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Using Meraki’s MSP Portal, Fully Managed’s NOC can centrally monitor the status of devices,
licenses, and support tickets for each of its customer organizations. In order to deploy new
customer networks, Fully Managed can easily create a new Dashboard organization for that
customer, add networks and devices to that organization depending on the service that
customer purchased, and monitor those customer devices centrally with the MSP Portal.

The MSP Portal (shown in Figure 13) is enabled in Dashboard automatically for any dashboard
account with access to multiple organizations. It can be accessed from the Organizations dropdown in the top-left of dashboard.

Figure 13 - Using the MSP Portal, Fully Managed can monitor the device, license, and support status
for each of its customer organizations
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Model 4: Hybrid Organization Model
MSPs with many smaller customers (e.g. SMB deployments) can optimize their Dashboard
organizations by using a single, shared organization for lots of smaller customers, and create
independent organizations only for large accounts that justify independent management of
device licensing and Dashboard footprints. By using a shared organization (as in the prior Skool
example) for lots of smaller customers and single organizations for larger enterprises, MSPs
maintain a manageable number of license renewals and can intuitively separate large customers
from mass SMB deployments.
For example, ADP Dealer Services provides integrated technology solutions and services to over
26,500 vehicle dealerships throughout North America. Its GetWireless service uses Cisco Meraki
devices to offer auto dealerships WiFi which integrates into their existing networks and additional
ADP dealership solutions and services.
To manage their large and small dealership customers, they use a Hybrid Organization Model
within Dashboard. For smaller customers who don’t want to configure site-to-site VPN, ADP
creates networks within a shared organization. For customers who need VPN-connectivity or who
had pre-existing Meraki installations which ADP is managing, ADP manages separate Dashboard
organizations for each.
Using this separation, ADP can conveniently manage lots of small customers with a single
Meraki Dashboard and license co-termination date, but keep its large-scale enterprise customer
deployments separate, as Figure 14 shows.

ADP’s Meraki Dashboard Account

ADP Shared Org.

Large Dealership
Org. 1

Large Dealership
Org. 2

Network 1

Network 1

Network 1

Network 2

Network 2

Network 2

Network 3

Network 3

Network 3

• GetWireless Shared Org w/ most customers

• AutoVPN enabled within org

• Licenses co-terminate within org

• Licenses co-terminate within org • Licenses co-terminate within org

• Custom, large-scale deployment

Figure 14 - ADP administrators manage customer networks that are organized within individual dashboard
organizations and a shared ADP dashboard organization.
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Conclusion
Service providers, network administrators, and CIOs all face the challenge of managing growing
network infrastructure with limited network resources. Managing multi-customer, large-scale
network infrastructures is complicated and can be overwhelming without cloud-managed network
technology that is designed for centralized administration.
Using the Meraki dashboard, network administrators can achieve unparalleled flexibility for single
site, multi-site, and multi-customer network environments. Organizations, networks, and tags allow
network operators to centrally monitor and manage tens of thousands of network devices which
collectively serve millions of clients. These tools enable low-cost deployment of new devices and
ensure that service providers can maximize profitability while IT organizations can deliver results
that span technology strategy and business intelligence.
Cisco Meraki is passionate about enabling IT organizations by delivering scalable, simple
technology. Consistent development of new features requested by our customers allows agility
capable of satisfying new, large-scale network management requirements — but ultimately, each
business model and architecture is different. Please contact your account manager or Cisco
Meraki engineers to discuss the architectural best practices and dashboard configurations which
are ideal for your enterprise.
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